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KEY TERMS & DEFINITIONS
Bicultural Able to integrate within oneself in both their
heritage culture and the host culture in which they have
settled

Bilingual Able to use two languages fluently 

Bilingual/Dual Language Program A type of ESL
program that teaches some content in English and
some content in the native language of an English
learner group

Cognates Words that share the same root or origin
and therefore share a similar meaning, pronunciation,
and spelling 

Culturally Responsive Teaching A pedagogy that
connects students' lived experiences and cultural and
language knowledge with what they learn in school

Cultural Capital Social and cultural knowledge an
individual accumulates and can draw on to use in social
life

English Learner (EL) A student whose primary
language is not English but who is learning to rely on
English in classroom settings

English Proficiency The ability to use and
comprehend the English language to communicate with
others 

Former English learner A student who was identified
as an English learner (EL) but is no longer classified as
an EL due to having acquired English successfully

Funds of Knowledge Historically accumulated and
culturally developed bodies of knowledge and skills
essential for household or individual functioning and
well-being

Language Usage Survey A survey given to all new
students in Ohio enrolling in PK-12 to gather
information about students' language and educational
backgrounds

Learner Profile A document that contains information
about students' backgrounds, traits, and skills

Mirror Text A text that reflects students' lived
experiences and identities through its stories,
characters, or content within it

Morpheme The smallest unit of meaning in a language

Newcomer Program A type of ESL program designed
to help recently arrived English learners

Ohio English Language Proficiency Assessment
The state summative test that is used in Ohio to
determine English learners' proficiency level and to exit
from the English Language program

Ohio English Language Proficiency Screener An
online English test that is designed to identify Ohio
students in grades K-12 as English learners

Ohio English Language Proficiency Standards A
document that describes the knowledge and skills of
the English language necessary for English learners in
different grade bands

Pull-Out Program A type of ESL program that pulls out
English learners from their regular content class to
provide English language instruction

Push-In Program A type of ESL program where an ESL
teacher pushes into the regular classroom to co-teach
with the content teacher

Sheltered Instruction A type of ESL program, also
called content-based instruction, in which teachers
instruct on grade-level content to students while
providing language support that English learners need

Students with limited or interrupted formal
education (SLIFE) A term used to describe a subset of
the English learner group who has had interrupted or
limited schooling opportunities in their home/native
country
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REFLECTION
QUESTIONS

As you navi gate through the

modul e,  take some t i me to  ref l ect .  
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Section: ELs' Diverse Backgrounds and Needs

What kind of challenges might Fatima, Hamid, and Mei face in school? What other challenges have you
seen English learners encounter? What assets do Fatima, Hamid, and Mei bring to the classroom?
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Recall Fatima who moved to
the U.S. from Iraq as a

refugee. Because her formal
schooling in the early grades
was disrupted, she did not

acquire basic literacy skills in
her native language.

Hamid completed primary
education in Kuwait before

immigrating to the U.S. He is
now enrolled in a middle

school in Ohio. He has fully
functional literacy skills in his
first language, Arabic. But the

written system in Arabic is
different; it uses an alphabet

but is written from right to left.  

Mei is a 4th grader in an
elementary school in the U.S.
who just moved from China.
She reads on grade level in

her native language, Chinese.
The Chinese written system is
called a logographic system:
characters represent words

or morphemes not individual
sounds like English. 
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Section: ELs' Diverse Backgrounds and Needs

What is the process for newly arrived ELs at the Claremont Immersion School? What types of programs
and services does the district provide? What are the processes for newly arrived ELs in your district?
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Watch the video and answer the Reflection question below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=jnR5FDL0NCs&feature=emb_logo
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Section: ELs' Diverse Backgrounds and Needs

What type of program(s) does your school have? What was the rationale and decision-making process for
organizing the program in this way? Might there be another ESL program or service in which ELs at your

school can benefit?
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Read about the ESL programs and answer the Reflection question below.

ESL programs
Newcomer
program

 

Specifically designed to help
recently arrived ELs, this

program includes not only an
intensive language

acquisition component but
also help for ELs who have

interrupted schooling to
socialize into American

schools. These programs
typically last from several
months up to one year. 

Pull-out 
program

 

Students are pulled out of
their regular content class
to receive special instruction

in English from an ESL
specialist. This instruction is

tailored to the language
needs of the student and can

include work on speaking,
listening, reading, writing,
grammar, and vocabulary.

Push-in
program

 

The ESL teacher “pushes
in” to the regular classroom

to co-teach with the
classroom content teacher.

This can include working with
ELs during group work or

providing extra scaffolds and
support during seatwork. 

Sheltered
instruction

 

Also called “content-based
instruction”, a sheltered

lesson teaches grade-level
content to ELs by using
language scaffolds and

anticipating what specific
language challenges of the

lesson for ELs will be.

Bilingual/Dual
language program

 

With a large enough number
of ELs who speak the same
home language, a bilingual
program can teach some
content in English and

some content in the native
language. These programs

have been shown to be highly
effective in helping ELs learn
English as well as maintain

their home language. 
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Section: Culturally Responsive Teaching

What ideas from the video have you already implemented in your school? Which ones are
feasible to implement?
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Watch the video and answer the Reflection question below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=FegO4Gh3uyk&feature=emb_logo
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Section: Culturally Responsive Teaching

After reading about the 8 aspects of culturally responsive teaching, which one(s) have you
already been using and which one(s) do you want to integrate into your teaching? 
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Read about 8 competencies for culturally responsive teaching. Then answer the Reflection question below.

Competency Description

1. Reflect on one's cultural
lens

2. Recognize and redress
bias in the system

3. Draw on students’
culture to shape

curriculum and instruction

4. Bring real-world issues
into the classroom

5. Model high expectations
for all students

6. Promote respect for
student differences

7. Collaborate with families
and the local community

8. Communicate in
linguistically and culturally

responsive ways

Culturally Responsive Educators (CREs) are reflective about their own group memberships.
They are cognizant that their life experiences and those group memberships may create

biases that can influence their interactions with students, families, and colleagues.

CREs recognize that their students’ access to educational opportunities may be influenced
by their social markers (e.g., race, ethnicity, social class and language) and advocate for all

students to have access to high-quality teachers and schools.

CREs draw on their students’ cultures and life experiences when planning their instruction
and reject instructional materials that contain cultural biases and/or stereotypes. They

supplement the curriculum if it lacks the representation of their students’ heritage.

CREs connect their curriculum to real-world problems and ask students to consider
solutions to them. Through this process, CREs empower their students to see themselves

as change agents that can right the injustices that exist in the world.

CREs hold high academic expectations for all students and believe that all students are
capable of academic success. 

CREs are models for how all students should respect one another and embrace their fellow
classmate’s social, cultural, and linguistic differences.

CREs work to break down barriers that may keep students’ families from participating in
their children’s education (i.e., work schedules, language barriers). CREs make efforts to

learn about the families and community in which they teach.

CREs understand and honor culturally-influenced communication styles of the community
in which they teach. They also seek to communicate with parents that speak a home

language other than English by utilizing translation services. 
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Section: Funds of Knowledge

Option 1: Create your own funds of knowledge paper and share it with your students to model the
process. Then, have your students follow your lead and share theirs with the class. Let us know how
it went by leaving notes. 
Option 2: Imagine you are working with younger learners who don’t have strong enough literacy
skills to do a lot of writing yet. How might you modify the funds of knowledge activity described in
the video?

We have two options for you.
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Watch the video and answer the Reflection question below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eoURMQV8zho
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Section: Funds of Knowledge

Discuss the challenges faced by the main character, a young English learner named Moises. How did
the teacher and school either make things easier or more difficult for Moises?
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Watch the video and answer the Reflection question below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6Y0HAjLKYI
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 PROFESSIONAL
LEARNING 

COMMUNITY 
ACTIVITIES 

I mpl ement new i nstruct i onal

rout i nes and pract i ces;  then 

ref l ect  and share.  
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Student
Home

country
Age of
arrival 

Schooling experience
in home country

First language and its 
similarity to English

Nuria
Puerto

Rico
13 Pre-Grade 2, interrupted

Spanish - Similar alphabet system & grammar,
lots of words that look and sound similar 

1.     

2.     

3.     

4.     

5.     

6.     

7.     

8.     

9.     

10.     

PART 1: CREATE EL PROFILES

ELs come from lots of different backgrounds and have different levels of English
proficiency when they enter school in the U.S. Let's create a profile of ELs to share with 
 peers and colleagues.

W W W . A L L O H I O L I T E R A C Y . O R G

1. Create a profile of your past and/or current ELs. The first one has been done
for you as an example.

1



DISCUSS

Reflect

PART 2: REFLECT & DISCUSS

Answer the Reflect questions first (#2) and then discuss ELs' language
backgrounds and their challenges with colleagues (#3).

W W W . A L L O H I O L I T E R A C Y . O R G

3. Share your EL profiles with colleagues and discuss the questions below.
(1) Combine the EL profiles. How do the language backgrounds of the ELs in the combined
list compare to the breakdown of Ohio ELs' home languages shown in the module?

(2) Share and discuss your answers to the Reflect questions above. 

Discuss

2

2. Answer the questions to the best of your knowledge.
(1) Take another look at the EL profiles you've created. How quickly and successfully did
the students acquire English, and what were their challenges?

(2) How well did the students keep up with grade-level peers in the content areas,
especially their literacy skills? What were their challenges?

(3) In your experience, what are other challenges that ELs face in school?

Reflect



DISCUSS

Reflect

REFLECT & DISCUSS

W W W . A L L O H I O L I T E R A C Y . O R G

Recall that bringing in real-world issues into the classroom is one of the
competencies left unaddressed in the Ohio Standards for the Teaching Profession
(New America, 2020). But a culturally responsive educator should connect their
curriculum to real-world problems and ask students to consider solutions to them.
These issues may involve injustices that exist in their communities or nationwide. 

Proceed to the next page and answer the questions for the Reflect & Discuss activity.

1



Given your students’ backgrounds and life experiences, what is one example of a real-
world problem you would have your students address/solve as a class or group project? 

Share your responses from the reflection with colleagues and discuss which ideas can
be implemented at the class level and which ones can be expanded to implement at the
school level.

REFLECT & DISCUSS

W W W . A L L O H I O L I T E R A C Y . O R G

Reflect

Discuss

2
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Welcome to the Enhancing Evidence-Based Practices for English Learners series in the Ohio Literacy
Library! We present eight modules in this series, all of which are geared towards educators and other
interested stakeholders who want to further their knowledge and skills in pursuit of an equitable society
where learners’ cultural, linguistic, and ethnic identities are honored and validated.

English learners (ELs) are by far the fastest-growing student population nationwide. Yet, they are an
underserved student group, who deserve equal opportunities and access to resources to achieve
academic success. It is our intention, therefore, to provide educators with opportunities to reflect on
their teaching practices and explore ways in which they can help ELs see themselves as well as others a
valued part of the world. To this end, we will be covering a range of topics in this series to help you (1)
understand ELs’ diverse needs and strengths and (2) serve them better in your classrooms, schools, and
communities. Thank you for being an advocate for ELs who, thanks to your dedication, will go on to
enrich our communities and shape our nation.

Welcome!

None

Prerequisites

increase your understanding of the backgrounds and needs of ELs
help you gain awareness of a variety of differences and strengths that ELs bring to enrich our
schools and communities 
introduce ways to successfully incorporate those differences as well as strengths in the classroom.

This module introduces an important idea in working with English learners (ELs): cultural competence,
defined as “the ability to successfully teach students who come from different cultures other than your
own” (Diller & Moule, 2005, p.2). Cultural competence is essential to successful teaching of all students
and ELs in particular as it represents an approach to working with students, which respects the cultural
and linguistic backgrounds of their families and communities. This module will 

Module Description

Describe the demographics and diversity of ELs in Ohio
Identify the various needs of ELs and different ways to meet those needs
Define what a culturally responsive educator is
Gain insights into culturally relevant/responsive teaching approaches that validate ELs' lived experiences

1.
2.
3.
4.

Learning Objectives

Cultural Competence
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Cultural Competence

In this part of the Cultural Competence module, we will look at the demographics of English
learners in Ohio to understand the cultural and linguistic diversity of students in our state.

Module Outline

Demographics of
English Learners

ELs' Diverse
Backgrounds & Needs

Serving ELs: Our
Responsibility & Obligation

Culturally Responsive
Teaching

Funds of Knowledge

Summing It up

Overview

1. Demographics of English Learners
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English learners are a diverse group of students who represent a variety of languages, cultures, and
ethnicities. And they are by far the fastest-growing population in our schools. Scroll over the photos
below to read about three English learners – Zahi, Fatima, and Nuria. 

1. Demographics of English Learners

Definition of an English Learner
According to federal law, all school districts must provide services to students who are still learning
English. In Ohio, a student who has not fully acquired English yet is called an English learner (EL) or an
English language learner. There are other terms that are sometimes used, such as culturally and
linguistically diverse (CLD) students, multilingual learners, or emergent bilinguals. Previously, federal laws
used the term Limited English Proficient (LEP); however, that term is rarely used nowadays because it
labels the student as “limited” and therefore has a deficit orientation. The other terms convey a more
asset-oriented view of students. English learner is a relatively neutral term, so it is commonly used. 

A couple of other related acronyms that you will often see are ESL, which stands for English as a second
language, and ESOL, which stands for English to speakers of other languages. ESL is often used to
describe English language programs in English-speaking countries where students learn English as a
second language, like America. ESOL is commonly used when describing elementary and secondary
English language programs in particular. Now, let’s see how the Ohio Department of Education defines
English learners:

Have You Worked with English Learners?

Zahi is a first grader in Ohio
and was born in the U.S. Zahi

learned to speak Somali as
his first language at home

and received English
education beginning in
kindergarten. Zahi can

communicate with his friends
well. But he is performing

below grade level in school.

Fatima is a second grader
who came to the U.S. as a

refugee from Iraq. Fatima has
experienced traumatizing

events in Iraq before coming
to the U.S. Fatima received

very little formal education in
Iraq. For Fatima, it has not
been easy adjusting to life

and culture in the U.S.

Nuria moved to the U.S. from
Nicaragua when she was 13
and is enrolled in a middle
school in Ohio. Nuria had

received education for
preschool through Grade 2 in

Nicaragua but had to help
her family with farming after
that. Nuria has basic literacy

skills in Spanish, her first
language.
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Although we sometimes are led to believe that immigration to the U.S. has increased dramatically in
recent years (we hear of “waves” of new people arriving), the U.S. has always been a country of
immigrants. In the early 20th century, about 15% of the population were foreign born. Today, that figure
is about 13%.

Below are two fact-or-myth questions about ELs. Scroll over the boxes to reveal the correct answers.

Demographic Changes: English Learners in Ohio

Fact of Myth?
 

The majority of English learners in K-12
public schools in the U.S. are born in

foreign countries.

Myth!
 

The majority of ELs in K-12 public schools in
the U.S. are born in the U.S. to immigrant
parents. They have grown up speaking

their parents’ first language.

Fact of Myth?
 

There is no one single profile of an EL.

Fact!
 

ELs come from many different backgrounds
with different levels of English proficiency

when they enter school in the U.S.

Fact Myth Fact Myth 

1. Demographics of English Learners

who is aged 3 through 21
who is enrolled or preparing to enroll in an elementary school or a secondary school
whose difficulties in speaking, reading, writing, or understanding English may deny the
individual

the ability to meet the challenging State academic standards;
the ability to successfully achieve in classrooms where the language of instruction is
English;
the opportunity to participate fully in society.

The Ohio Department of Education defines an English learner (EL) as an individual: 

Learn more about ELs

https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Federal-Programs/Programs/Limited-English-Proficient
https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Federal-Programs/Programs/Limited-English-Proficient
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Do these numbers surprise you? ELs are by far the fastest-growing population in our schools. And the
true number of students from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds is actually even higher
because the numbers you see above do not include former ELs. Former ELs are students who were
identified as ELs but have since successfully acquired English and are no longer classified as ELs. Even
though they are now proficient in English, former ELs are usually bilingual in their family or heritage
language and are bicultural.

What does it mean
to be bilingual?

When someone is bilingual, that means the individual is a fluent
user of two languages. ELs are often bilinguals or emergent

bilinguals who speak English at school and their heritage language
at home with their families.

What does it mean
to be bicultural?

When someone is bicultural, that means the individual is able to
integrate within themselves both their heritage culture and the
culture of the country in which they were born or have settled.
That is, the individual is comfortable and proficient with both

cultures. ELs are often part of two cultures.

1. Demographics of English Learners

In recent years, Ohio has experienced rapid demographic changes. The number of ELs in our K-12
schools has grown, and Ohio is #9 in the whole country in terms of largest percent increase of ELs. Did
you know that, from 2006 to 2021, the number of ELs in Ohio grew from 29,793 to 59,525? That is a
100% increase in 15 years! So there’s no doubt that our schools are now more linguistically and
culturally diverse than ever. This growth is being seen both in urban areas that already had significant
numbers of ELs, as well as in suburban and rural districts in the state where they did not previously
have many ELs (called “low incidence” districts). 
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Go to this page on Our Nation’s English Learners or click on the map below.
Hover over your district on the map and note the number and percentage of ELs reported in 2015.
Toggle between the map for the percentage of ELs in 2014-2015 and the map for the percent
change in the number in 2009-10 and 2014-15.
Note if the percentage has increased in recent years.

Let’s find out if and how the number of ELs in your district in Ohio has changed.
1.
2.
3.

4.

ELs in your district: Has the number changed?

1. Demographics of English Learners

https://www2.ed.gov/datastory/el-characteristics/index.html#mapWrapper


Student
Home

country
Age of
arrival 

Schooling experience
in home country

First language and its 
similarity to English

Nuria
Puerto

Rico
13 Pre-Grade 2, interrupted

Spanish - Similar alphabet system & grammar,
lots of words that look and sound similar 

1.     

2.     

3.     

4.     

5.     

6.     

7.     

8.     

9.     

10.     

PART 1: CREATE EL PROFILES

ELs come from lots of different backgrounds and have different levels of English
proficiency when they enter school in the U.S. Let's create a profile of ELs to share with 
 peers and colleagues.

W W W . A L L O H I O L I T E R A C Y . O R G

1. Create a profile of your past and/or current ELs. The first one has been done
for you as an example.

1



DISCUSS

Reflect

PART 2: REFLECT & DISCUSS

Answer the Reflect questions first (#2) and discuss ELs' language
backgrounds and their challenges with colleagues (#3).

W W W . A L L O H I O L I T E R A C Y . O R G

3. Share your EL profiles with colleagues and discuss the questions below.
(1) Combine the EL profiles. How do the language backgrounds of the ELs in the combined
list compare to the breakdown of Ohio ELs' home languages shown in the module?

(2) Share and discuss your answers to the Reflect questions above. 

Discuss

2

2. Answer the questions to the best of your knowledge.
(1) Take another look at the EL profiles you've created. How quickly and successfully did
the students acquire English, and what were their challenges?

(2) How well did the students keep up with grade-level peers in the content areas,
especially their literacy skills? What were their challenges?

(3) In your experience, what are other challenges that ELs face in school?

Reflect
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You have made it to the end of the first lesson. Before we move on, we have learning-check questions
for you below. Feel free to take your time and scroll back up to review the information.

Check Your Learning!

1. The majority of ELs in K-12
public schools in the U.S. are

foreign born.

TRUE FALSE

2. The number of ELs in Ohio
and across the country has

been increasing.

TRUE FALSE

3. ELs come from an
enormous variety of language

and cultural backgrounds.

TRUE FALSE

Check your answers at the bottom.

TRUEFALSE TRUE

1. Demographics of English Learners
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Cultural Competence

English learners (ELs) come from a variety of backgrounds. As they bring a range of language
and educational differences to the classroom, it is our job to identify their needs in a timely
manner and provide appropriate support. In this part of the module, we will take a look at
the diverse backgrounds of ELs and introduce some of the ways in which we can meet their
needs.

Module Outline

Demographics of
English Learners

ELs' Diverse
Backgrounds & Needs

Serving ELs: Our
Responsibility & Obligation

Culturally Responsive
Teaching

Funds of Knowledge

Summing It up

Overview

2. ELs' Diverse backgrounds & Needs
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Reflection

What kind of challenges might Fatima, Hamid, and Mei face in school? What other challenges have you
seen English learners encounter? What assets do Fatima, Hamid, and Mei bring to the classroom?

2. EL's Diverse Backgrounds and Needs

Recall Fatima who moved to
the U.S. from Iraq as a

refugee. Because her formal
schooling in the early grades
was disrupted, she did not

acquire basic literacy skills in
her native language.

Hamid completed primary
education in Kuwait before

immigrating to the U.S. He is
now enrolled in a middle school
in Ohio. He has fully functional

literacy skills in his first
language, Arabic. But the
written system in Arabic is

different; it uses an alphabet
but is written from right to left.

Mei is a 4th grader in an
elementary school in the U.S.
who just moved from China.
She reads on grade level in

her native language, Chinese.
The Chinese written system is
called a logographic system:

characters represent words or
morphemes not individual

sounds like English.
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About two-thirds of ELs in Ohio speak Spanish. However, about a third of ELs come from an enormous
variety of language backgrounds. There are over 100 different home languages spoken by ELs across
Ohio. Below, you will see the nine largest language groups in Ohio reported in 2019 (Source: 2019 Ohio
English Language Proficiency Screener by David Brauer). From your knowledge of Ohio’s population, can
you guess which are the nine languages? Check your guess in the chart below.

Language Backgrounds of ELs in Ohio

2. EL's Diverse Backgrounds and Needs

Spanish

English

Somali

Arabic

Chinese

Ohio ELs' home languages

Penn. Dutch

Japanese

French

Vietnamese

21719

8933

4094

3742

1151

785

726

617

478

There are other languages represented that you may not even have heard of! See below to read about
some of them.

Twi
 

Twi, also known as
Akan, is a language of

Ghana in Western
Africa, where it is

spoken by over 17
million people.

Pashto
 

Pashto is the language
of many of the people
from Afghanistan who

are settling in Ohio now.

Penn. Dutch
 

Pennsylvania Dutch is
the dialect of German
spoken by many of the
Amish people for many

generations.

Spanish
 

Spanish comes from
Mexico, Central and

South America, and the
Caribbean. Different

dialects of Spanish and
indigenous language are

also spoken.

https://ccsso.confex.com/ccsso/NCSA2019/mediafile/Presentation/Session6283/Brauer_OELPS.pdf
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Most ELs are born in the U.S. and enter school in kindergarten or Grade 1. These students may already
have some proficiency in English when they start. For example, they may have strong listening
comprehension skills from having watched television in English or having been in the US school system.
They are usually quite successful in acquiring English relatively quickly because they are in an immersive
English environment. An EL in 1st grade who has received English education at a kindergarten in the US
would have a huge advantage over, for example, another 1st grader who has just moved to the US.

However, many other ELs arrive in later grades and may enter U.S. school with none or very basic English
proficiency. These students are referred to as newcomers. Some districts have special newcomer
programs to assist students with the difficult transition period. This transition is even more challenging
for students with limited or interrupted formal education (SLIFE). Remember Fatima? Refugee
students like Fatima are often in this category and need additional support to help them socialize into
the norms and expectations of schools in the U.S. Therefore, it is incredibly important to gather your ELs’
backgrounds (more on this in the next lesson!) and identify SLIFE among the ELs in a timely manner.

Types of ELs 

2. EL's Diverse Backgrounds and Needs

Students with Limited or Interrupted Formal Education (SLIFE)

Are any of your students in the SLIFE sub-group? Like Fatima and
Nuria, SLIFE face particular challenges that go beyond language
acquisition. You should be aware if your ELs are SLIFE and learn
more about how to meet their particular needs. SLIFE students in
Ohio include refugees who may have experience trauma. Some
Ohio districts have Newcomer programs organized to work with
recently arrived ELs including SLIFE.

Learn more about SLIFE

https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Federal-Programs/Programs/Limited-English-Proficient
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=StQxnIQAtxA&list=PLrEC3WwWXAnQk94FVzhnHByp6MLQQH4Fx&index=1
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Watch the video to learn about the type of support an elementary school is providing to ELs. Then,
answer the Reflection question below.

2. EL's Diverse Backgrounds and Needs

Reflection

What is the process for newly arrived ELs at the Claremont Immersion School? What types of programs
and services does the district provide? What are the processes for newly arrived ELs in your district?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=jnR5FDL0NCs&feature=emb_logo
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All newly arrived students are given the Ohio English Language Proficiency Screener (OELPS) that helps
the school determine the student’s initial level of English abilities in four language skills (reading, writing,
listening, speaking) and whether the student would benefit from receiving English as a Second Language
(ESL) services. Also, we recommend that the student’s native language literacy skills be assessed, if
possible. Research shows that first language reading skills are the strongest predictor of how well and
quickly a student will acquire reading in a second language.

2. EL's Diverse Backgrounds and Needs

First language reading skills are the strongest predictor of how well and quickly a
student will acquire reading in a second language.

How strong are your students' first language literacy skills?

Here’s our recommendation. Assess recently arrived ELs' native language literacy skills. This
information is important to be able to gauge the student’s underlying literacy strengths and
challenges in acquiring literacy in English.

Importantly, as a teacher you want to know: Does the student already know how to read well in
their own language, and just needs to learn the vocabulary to read in English? Or does the
student need to acquire the basic reading skills as they are also learning English?

Once a student is identified for ESL services, there are different ways a school or district can organize
these services. In general, there are five different types of ESL programs: newcomer program, pull-out
program, push-in program, sheltered instruction, and bilingual/dual language program. They can provide
various levels and/or kinds of support to address different needs of ELs. Let’s see how they differ from
each other:

ESL Programs

https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Testing/Ohio-English-Language-Proficiency-Screener-OELPS
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2. EL's Diverse Backgrounds and Needs

Once a student is identified for ESL services, there are different ways a school or district can organize
these services. In general, there are five different types of ESL programs: newcomer program, pull-out
program, push-in program, sheltered instruction, and bilingual/dual language program. They can provide
various levels and/or kinds of support to address different needs of ELs. Let’s see how they differ from
each other:

ESL Programs

ESL programs
Newcomer
program

 

Specifically designed to help
recently arrived ELs, this

program includes not only an
intensive language

acquisition component but
also help for ELs who have

interrupted schooling to
socialize into American

schools. These programs
typically last from several
months up to one year. 

Pull-out 
program

 

Students are pulled out of
their regular content class
to receive special instruction

in English from an ESL
specialist. This instruction is

tailored to the language
needs of the student and can

include work on speaking,
listening, reading, writing,
grammar, and vocabulary.

Push-in
program

 

The ESL teacher “pushes
in” to the regular classroom

to co-teach with the
classroom content teacher.

This can include working with
ELs during group work or

providing extra scaffolds and
support during seatwork. 

Sheltered
instruction

 

Also called “content-based
instruction”, a sheltered

lesson teaches grade-level
content to ELs by using
language scaffolds and

anticipating what specific
language challenges of the

lesson for ELs will be.

Bilingual/Dual
language program

 

With a large enough number
of ELs who speak the same
home language, a bilingual
program can teach some
content in English and

some content in the native
language. These programs

have been shown to be highly
effective in helping ELs learn
English as well as maintain

their home language. 

Many schools use a combination of these programs, depending on the numbers and needs of their
students. In any event, the most important component to a successful ESL program is clear communication
between the ESL specialist and classroom teacher so that instruction is best serving the individual student’s
needs. Additionally, schools that produce the best results with ELs also provide extra supports specifically
for ELs, such as “lunch bunch” meetings with the ESL teacher for extra oral language practice, afterschool
and summer programs with a focus on language acquisition, bilingual school staff to interact with parents,
and evening ESL classes for students’ families that help connect the school to the community.

Reflection

What type of program(s) does your school have? What was the rationale and decision-making process
for organizing the program in this way? Might there be another ESL program or service in which ELs at
your school can benefit?
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You have made it to the end of the first lesson. Before we move on, we have learning-check questions
for you below. Feel free to take your time and scroll back up to review the information.

Check Your Learning!

Fill in the boxes using the words in the grey box on the right. 

1. ____________ focuses on providing content-based instruction to ELs
who need language support in learning grade-level content.

2. In a ______________, the ESL teacher co-teaches with the content
teacher and helps ELs during group work or regular class work.

3. Depending on the needs of ELs, schools can and should use different types
of ________________ in combination.

4. It is important to identify __________ who need additional support to
become acclimated to the US school environment.

Check your answers at the bottom.

2. EL's Diverse Backgrounds and Needs

Push-in program

ESL programs

SLIFE

Sheltered
instruction

1 - Sheltered instruction 2 - push-in program 3 - ESL programs 4 - SLIFE
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Module Outline

Cultural Competence

According to the US Departments of Justice and Education, “under Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and the Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974, public schools must ensure
that ELs can participate meaningfully and equally in educational programs.” ELs are entitled
to language support and opportunities to participate in any educational programs, which
prepare them to become lifelong learners and engaged citizens. In this part of the Cultural
Competence module, we will discuss school districts’ obligations to ELs and their families.

Demographics of
English Learners

ELs' Diverse
Backgrounds & Needs

Serving ELs: Our
Responsibility & Obligation

Culturally Responsive
Teaching

Funds of Knowledge

Summing It up

Towards Ensuring ELs' Meaningful and Equal Participation

3. Serving ELs: Our Responsibility & Obligation
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Each district has the legal (and ethical) obligation to provide any student who is not already proficient in
English with language instruction to help them gain English proficiency. They also have these obligations to
ensure that their ELs meet the same academic standards expected of all students, including non-EL students.
According to federal law, the district has 10 obligations when it comes to serving ELs. Move through the
slides below to read about the 10 obligations.

Obligations of Districts and Schools to Serve ELs

3. Serving ELs: Our Responsibility & Obligation

1. Identifying and assessing all potential EL students
Federal and Ohio law requires that the Language Usage Survey be given to all new students enrolling in PK-12 at the time
of enrollment to gather information about their backgrounds. Then, the Ohio English Language Proficiency Screener
(OELPS) must be administered WITHIN 30 days of starting school to determine ELs' English language proficiency.

2. Providing language assistance to EL students
School districts are responsible for providing language assistance to ELs to ensure their equal participation in the standard
instructional program. The EL program provided in the school districts should be educationally sound in theory and
effective in practice.

3. Staffing and supporting an EL program
ELs are entitled to resources that will support their English learning at school. This means school districts must have
qualified EL teachers and support/administrative staff and must provide effective instructional materials to students as well
as necessary training to staff.

4. Providing meaningful access to all curricular and extracurricular programs
ELs are entitled to not only their grade-level curricula in order to meet regular graduation requirements but also access to
all programs (e.g., pre-K, gifted and talented programs, AP courses, athletics programs).

5. Avoiding unnecessary segregation of EL students
ELs should not be segregated from their non-EL peers except to receive instruction from the EL program for a limited
portion of the day in the least segregative manner.

6. Evaluating EL students for special education and providing dual services
Federal law requires that both the language assistance and disability-related services be provided to ELs with disabilities.
The evaluation for special education and disability-related services must be conducted in an appropriate language (e.g.,
EL's first language) to avoid an inappropriate and inaccurate diagnosis.

7. Meeting the needs of students who opt out of EL programs or particular services
Even if parents opt their children out of an EL program and services within it, the school district must still provide the ELs
with access to all of its educational programs, monitor their progress, and offer EL services again as needs arise.

8. Monitoring and exiting EL students from EL programs and services
School districts have the responsibility to monitor the progress of ELs to ensure that they gain English language proficiency
and content knowledge. In Ohio, the Ohio English Language Proficiency Assessment (OELPA) must be administered each
spring to monitor and exit ELs. Former ELs' academic progress should be monitored for at least 2 years.

9. Evaluating the effectiveness of a district's EL program
EL programs must be evaluated over time by assessing current and former ELs' academic performance relative to that of
students who have never been ELs. School districts are responsible for timely modification of their EL programs as needed.

10. Ensuring meaningful communication with limited English proficient parents
Parents with limited English proficiency are entitled to receiving information in a language they can understand through
translated materials or an interpreter.
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You get the message: we, as educators and educational professionals, have the responsibility to prepare our
students to become lifelong learners and engaged citizens. And we must make sure that ELs get equal
opportunities and access to resources to set them up for success. 

Turn the cards below to check your understanding of the obligations presented above.

3. Serving ELs: Our Responsibility & Obligation

In Ohio, the Language Usage
Survey is used to learn about

ELs' language and
educational backgrounds.

TRUE FALSE

ELs should be separated from
their non-EL peers as often
as possible to receive ESL

services.

TRUE FALSE

School districts are not
responsible for ensuring the

academic progress of ELs who
opt out of EL programs or

services.

TRUE FALSE

ELs should NOT be
segregated from their non-EL

peers except for a limited
portion of the day to receive

ESL instruction.

Even if ELs opt out of EL
services, school districts are
responsible for providing ELs
with access to all of their
educational programs and

monitor ELs' progress.

TRUE FALSE FALSE

Identifying ELs: A two-step process

Of course, identifying English language learners accurately in a timely manner is the critical first step! Ohio
makes sure that this happens in school districts, and it is a two-step process. First, all students entering
school in Ohio must receive the Language Usage Survey. Second, any student identified as having a home
language other than English must be given the Ohio English Language Proficiency Screener (OELPS). The
Language Usage Survey gathers information about communication/language preferences of the student’s
family and the student’s language and educational background. So it is important that we work with
families to obtain the most accurate information.

In Ohio, the Language Usage Survey must be completed for EVERY student in collaboration with parents
and families to get the most accurate information. This means translated documents or an interpreter
might be necessary. If and when the teacher wants to collect additional information from ELs and their
families, it is important to keep the form they are using simple and accessible, by translating it into all
languages of the students in their class.

https://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Student-Supports/English-Learners/Teaching-English-Language-Learners/Guidelines-for-Identifying-English-Learners/Appendix-A-Language-Usage-Survey.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Testing/Ohio-English-Language-Proficiency-Screener-OELPS
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3. Serving ELs: Our Responsibility & Obligation

Language Usage Survey

In Ohio, the Language Usage Survey must be completed for every
student in collaboration with parents and families. The Survey is
available in 16 languages (e.g., Spanish, Arabic, Somali, Chinese). If the
language you need is not available, the district needs to work with an
interpreter to try to complete it. 

Survey Translations

Monitoring and supporting ELs

In Ohio, all students who are identified as an EL have the right to receive English as a Second Language
(ESL) services. The services should take the form of one or a combination of the ESL programs (e.g.,
sheltered instruction). The plan for the ESL services should be explained clearly to the parents, using an
interpreter when needed. For each student who received ESL services, each district receives Title III
monies, and schools should allocate the funds in ways that support ELs. In addition, schools in Ohio
must give the Ohio English Language Proficiency Assessment (OELPA) to all ELs as part of the district’s
requirement to monitor and exit EL students from ESL services. The test must be given each spring, and
the scores reported through Education Management Information System (EMIS) allow the district and
state to keep track of whether students are making adequate progress in their acquisition of English.

Do you know your ELs’ OELPA scores? For teachers, it is important to understand how the OELPA scale
works and to know your ELs’ OELPA scores. There are five OELPA levels, and students are evaluated in
four language skills: reading, writing, listening, and speaking. There is a huge difference between a
student who is a Level Two and Level Four in listening because this determines how well the student is
able to understand and follow your verbal explanations and instructions. *Students who score a
combination of 4s and 5s across the four language skills are considered proficient in English. They exit
ESL services and are reclassified; they move from the sub-group of “EL” to “former EL.” Take a look at
the OELPA scale below and see the achievement descriptors to familiarize yourself with the skills certain
grade-level ELs demonstrate in language development.  

Reading

Writing

Listening

Speaking

Beginning Early 
Intermediate

Intermediate Early 
Advanced

Advanced

Level
1 2 3 4* 5*

Emerging Proficient*Progressing

Ohio English Language Proficiency Assessment (OELPA) Scale

https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Federal-Programs/Programs/Limited-English-Proficient
https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Student-Supports/English-Learners/Teaching-English-Learners/Guidelines-for-Identifying-English-Learners
https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Testing/Ohio-English-Language-Proficiency-Assessment-OELPA#:~:text=The%20Ohio%20English%20Language%20Proficiency,from%20the%20English%20language%20program.
https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Testing/Ohio-English-Language-Proficiency-Assessment-OELPA#:~:text=The%20Ohio%20English%20Language%20Proficiency,from%20the%20English%20language%20program.
https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Testing/Ohio-English-Language-Proficiency-Assessment-OELPA#:~:text=The%20Ohio%20English%20Language%20Proficiency,from%20the%20English%20language%20program.
https://oh-oelpa.portal.cambiumast.com/resources/scoring-and-reporting/oelpa-achievement-level-descriptors
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More Resources to Support ELs

Need more information and resources about the OELPA
and other resources to support ELs? Please consult the
Ohio Department of Education Lau Resource Center.

3. Serving ELs: Our Responsibility & Obligation

ODE Lau Resource Center

You have made it to the end of this lesson. Before we move on, we have learning-check questions for you
below. Feel free to take your time and scroll back up to review the information.

Check Your Learning!

Across

5. In Ohio, we administer the OELPS to
determine ELs' English language _______.

6. _______ with limited English proficiency
are entitled to receiving information in a
language they understand.

Down

1.Unnecessary segregation of ELs from
their non-EL peers must be ______.

2. In Ohio, the Language Usage Survey must
be completed for ______ student.

3. Students with a combination of 4s and 5s
across language skills in the OELPA can
______ ESL services.

4.Monitoring the _______ of ELs is one of the
school districts' responsibilities.

Complete the crossword puzzle.

Across 5: proficiency 
Across 6: parents

Down 1: avoided 
Down 2: every

Down 3: exit 
Down 4: progress

Check your answers at the bottom.

https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Federal-Programs/Programs/Limited-English-Proficient
https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Student-Supports/English-Learners/Lau-Resource-Center
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Module Outline

Cultural Competence

In this part of the module, we will discuss different types of awareness and competencies a
culturally responsive educator should have as we strive to teach our students to praise their
own and one another’s lived experiences and cultural heritages.

Demographics of
English Learners

ELs' Diverse
Backgrounds & Needs

Serving ELs: Our
Responsibility & Obligation

Culturally Responsive
Teaching

Funds of Knowledge

Summing It up

Overview

4. Culturally Responsive Teaching
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The languages and cultures English

learners bring to their education

are assets for their own learning

and are important contributions to

learning communities.

California's English Learner Roadsmap

Small things we can do

There are many strategies that we can use as educators to show our EL students that we value their
language and culture. The first is quite simple, and perhaps the most powerful: have spaces in your
school where the cultural and linguistic diversity of students is acknowledged and celebrated. 

When students and parents see their background reflected in an intentional and visible way, they feel
their culture is being recognized as a positive. These can include student work displayed in hallways,
maps highlighting where students’ families come from, flags displayed in the cafeteria, and
multilingual welcome signs in the entrance and office. 

Learn how to say your students' names. You can always have your student teach you how to
pronounce their name by asking "What does your family call you at home? Can you teach me how to
say it?" This will also show them that they can correct you.

For ELs, the language-culture connection is even more important because it is a central part of their
identity. Unfortunately, there is often pressure on immigrants in the US, especially on the young second
generation of the families towards linguistic and cultural assimilation to American mainstream culture 
and monolingualism in English. Even though we are a multilingual country with many immigrant and
indigenous groups, we are not always very good at valuing and supporting the diverse languages of our
communities. Therefore, a culturally responsive educator is one who understands that the culture
and language ELs bring to class serve as resources for their own learning, enrich our communities
as well as classrooms, and are an important part of ELs’ identity.

It’s commonly known that language and culture are closely intertwined. If
you have tried to learn another language yourself, you know that part of
learning how to use the language is understanding the cultural norms,
values, and customs of its speakers.

For children of immigrant families, this is also very true; ELs are sometimes
referred to as culturally and linguistically diverse students, or multilingual
learners, to emphasize the fact that they come to school with their own
culture and language backgrounds and resources that enrich our schools.
In the first lesson of the module (Demographics of ELs), we highlighted just
how diverse ELs in Ohio are in terms of languages and nationalities.

The Language and Culture Connection

4. Culturally Responsive Teaching
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Watch the video “Creating a Welcoming Classroom” (source: Colorin Colorado). Then, answer the
Reflection question below.

4. Culturally Responsive Teaching

Reflection

What ideas from the video have you already implemented in your school? Which ones are feasible to
implement?

https://www.colorincolorado.org/create-welcoming-classroom
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Making connections between the curriculum and students' identities

It is certainly true that we want all students – and ELs in particular – to develop the language and
literacy skills in English so that they can be successful in their future careers. However, we also
need to acknowledge that historically, the push towards academic language and standard English
has often meant that students are pushed away from their home language and culture. The result
is that, even when ELs are successful in acquiring English, they can feel alienated from school if
they don’t feel that the curriculum is taught in a way that is “for them.” The overall point of
culturally responsive teaching, then, is for us as educators to think carefully about how to make
connections between the curriculum and the cultural and linguistic identities of our students.

So we need to understand the communities, cultures, and histories of our students. In Ohio, the
majority of teachers are White and middle class, even in districts where the majority of students
are from diverse backgrounds and there are large numbers of ELs. This means that most teachers
do not share the same culture and language as their culturally and linguistically diverse students,
and we therefore have to take a more explicit approach to figuring out how to learn about and
incorporate our students’ backgrounds into their schooling and learning experience. 

A strengths-based
perspective

regarding all students, including
students' home languages

Recognition
that the identities and

experiences of minoritized
students are often overlooked

and marginalized

A strengths-based perspective regarding all students, including students’ home languages, which allows
us to see our students as capable and full of knowledge
Recognition that the identities and lived experiences of minoritized students are often overlooked and
marginalized within the mainstream school system that focuses on achievement and standards

Culturally responsive teaching, which draws on the work of educators such as Geneva Gay, is also referred
to as culturally relevant teaching (Ladson-Billings, 2020) and culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris & Alim,
2017). There are some differences between these terms, but these are similar ideas that cultivate the
following:

1.

2.

Being a Culturally Responsive Educator

4. Culturally Responsive Teaching
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4. Culturally Responsive Teaching

8 competencies for culturally responsive teaching

Culturally responsive teaching is not one activity. It is a method that frames your teaching and a lens
through which you view students and your own teaching. The framework presented below shows 8
competencies for educators to consider in developing their own culturally responsive teaching
approach. Read more about the 8 competencies below.

  

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

Competency Description

1. Reflect on one's cultural
lens

2. Recognize and redress
bias in the system

3. Draw on students’
culture to shape

curriculum and instruction

4. Bring real-world issues
into the classroom

5. Model high expectations
for all students

6. Promote respect for
student differences

7. Collaborate with families
and the local community

8. Communicate in
linguistically and culturally

responsive ways

Culturally Responsive Educators (CREs) are reflective about their own group memberships.
They are cognizant that their life experiences and those group memberships may create

biases that can influence their interactions with students, families, and colleagues.

CREs recognize that their students’ access to educational opportunities may be influenced
by their social markers (e.g., race, ethnicity, social class and language) and advocate for all

students to have access to high-quality teachers and schools.

CREs draw on their students’ cultures and life experiences when planning their instruction
and reject instructional materials that contain cultural biases and/or stereotypes. They

supplement the curriculum if it lacks the representation of their students’ heritage.

CREs connect their curriculum to real-world problems and ask students to consider
solutions to them. Through this process, CREs empower their students to see themselves

as change agents that can right the injustices that exist in the world.

CREs hold high academic expectations for all students and believe that all students are
capable of academic success. 

CREs are models for how all students should respect one another and embrace their fellow
classmate’s social, cultural, and linguistic differences.

CREs work to break down barriers that may keep students’ families from participating in
their children’s education (i.e., work schedules, language barriers). CREs make efforts to

learn about the families and community in which they teach.

CREs understand and honor culturally-influenced communication styles of the community
in which they teach. They also seek to communicate with parents that speak a home

language other than English by utilizing translation services. 
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4. Culturally Responsive Teaching

Recognize and
redress bias in

the system

Reflect on one's
cultural lens

Communicate
in linguistically
and culturally

responsive
ways

Draw on
students'

culture to shape
curriculum and

instruction

Collaborate
with families
and the local
community

Bring real-
world issues

into the
classroom

Promote respect
for student
differences

Model high
expectations

for all students

8 
Competencies 

for culturally 
responsive teaching

Reflection

After reading about the 8 aspects of culturally responsive teaching, which one(s) have you already been
using and which one(s) do you want to integrate into your teaching?
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4. Culturally Responsive Teaching

All 50 states have their own state professional teaching standards which describe the pedagogical
knowledge and skills expected of teachers. In 2020, New America reported that all 50 states address
some combination of the 8 culturally responsive competencies in their teaching standards.

For Ohio, 6 of them are embedded into the Ohio Standards for the Teaching Profession. For example,
modeling and promoting respect for student differences (#6) is clearly addressed as it is stated that all
teachers “respect and value the native languages and dialects of their students” and Accomplished
Teachers “foster a learning community in which individual differences and perspectives are respected.”

The two that are not explicitly addressed are: (1) recognizing and redressing bias in the system and (2)
bringing real-world issues into the classroom.

Which culturally responsive
competencies are addressed in

the Ohio Standards for the
Teaching Profession? 

New America (2020)

Cultural 
lens

System 
bias

Culturally
mediated

instruction
Real-world

issues
High

expectations
Respect for
differences

Family &
community

engagement

Cultural &
linguistic

appropriate
communication

https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/reports/culturally-responsive-teaching/integration-of-crt-in-state-professional-teaching-standards/
https://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Teaching/Educator-Equity/Ohio-s-Educator-Standards/TeachingProfessionStandards.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
https://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Teaching/Educator-Equity/Ohio-s-Educator-Standards/TeachingProfessionStandards.pdf.aspx?lang=en-US
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Culturally responsive teaching can provide engaging and authentic lessons by connecting what students
already know from their lived experiences with what they are learning in school. Getting to know your ELs,
therefore, is a critical step to take as you develop culturally responsive lessons. Below are the
recommendations from Peregoy and Boyle (2017) on learning about your students. Scroll over to see how
each of them can be done.

Get to Know Your ELs!

4. Culturally Responsive Teaching

Learn basic facts
about your students

Learn about your
students' prior

schooling

Learn about your
students by using

classroom activities

Learn basic features of
your students' home

cultures

The basic facts can be
about the students'

countries of origin, length
of time in the US, and their

home language(s). The
Language Usage Survey
used in Ohio can be a
helpful source of such

information.

Pay attention to the
students' schooling in their

home countries, any
possible interruptions in
their schooling, special

areas of prior knowledge,
and literacy skills in both

home language(s) and
English.

Have your students write
and/or illustrate

autobiographies. Students
can have an option of

using their home
language. Other examples

include writing a dialog
journal with the teacher

and having students take
turns teaching their

teacher and classmates
simple words or phrases

from their home language.

These can include the
students' home culture

customs, cultural
traditions, food

preferences, social- and
communication-related

norms, and religious
beliefs and holidays.

The more you know about your students, the more you can tap into their cultural capital by seeking ways
for them to utilize and share their knowledge and skills in the classroom. In turn, you create an environment
where learning is put in context while students’ varied cultural wealth and their experiences are recognized
and valued. Students’ motivation and participation increase in a culturally responsive classroom because
students are empowered to take ownership of their learning (e.g., Kim et al., 2019). So, knowing your
students on a more personal level will empower you to empower your students!
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Culturally Relevant Texts

4. Culturally Responsive Teaching

Understanding Cultural Differences among ELs

ELs are a diverse group coming from a variety of language and cultural
backgrounds and with varied prior experiences with schooling. As you
look for ways to highlight the cultures and languages of your students,
be sure that you are sensitive to these differences. The Ohio Community
Refugee and Immigration Services (CRIS) provides information about
different groups that have resettled in Ohio, including people from
Afghanistan, Bhutan, Burma, and more.

Learn more on CRIS

the ethnicity of the characters
the setting
the year in which the story takes place
the age of the characters
the gender of the characters
the language or dialect used in the story
the genre and exposure to this type of text
the reader’s background experiences

Culturally relevant texts provide students with the opportunity to see themselves, their families, and their
cultures represented within the storyline. Using culturally relevant texts is beneficial for all students but
particularly for ELs who can draw from their background knowledge and experience to construct meaning.
How do you determine if a text is culturally relevant? Ebe (2012) invites you to consider eight aspects of
cultural relevance:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ebe’s cultural relevance rubric helps teachers and/or students identify culturally relevant texts with a series
of questions that reflect these eight aspects. One recommendation we have is that teachers might consider
revising #5 to make this rubric more inclusive (original wording: “Does the story have main characters who
are boys (for boy readers) and girls (for girl readers)?") In the handout you will see on the next page, we
have done so by replacing it with “Does the story have characters to whom you can relate?” For a
recommended list of culturally relevant texts, visit this page.

https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Federal-Programs/Programs/Limited-English-Proficient
https://www.crisohio.org/refugees-in-columbus
https://www.colorincolorado.org/article/culturally-relevant-books-ell-classroom


Just like us
4

Not at all
1

Yes
4

No
1

Yes
4

No
1

Yes
4

No
1

Often
4

Never
1

Yes
4

No
1

Yes
4

No
1

Very close
4

Not at all
1

1. Are the characters in the story like you and your family?

2. Have you ever lived in or visited places like those in the story?

3. Could this story take place this year?

4. How close do you think the main characters are to you in age?

5. Does the story have characters to whom you can relate?

7. How often do you read stories like this one?

8. Have you ever had an experience like one described in this story?

6. Do the characters talk like you and your family?

CULTURAL RELEVANCE RUBRIC (EBE, 2012)

Teachers or students can use this rubric to help determine how culturally
relevant a text is. 

(Excerpted and adapted from Ebe, 2012, p.183)
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Cultural Relevance Rubric



DISCUSS

Reflect

REFLECT & DISCUSS
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Recall that bringing in real-world issues into the classroom is one of the
competencies left unaddressed in the Ohio Standards for the Teaching Profession
(New America, 2020). But a culturally responsive educator should connect their
curriculum to real-world problems and ask students to consider solutions to them.
These issues may involve injustices that exist in their communities or nationwide. 

Proceed to the next page and answer the questions for the Reflect & Discuss activity.

1



Given your students’ backgrounds and life experiences, what is one example of a real-
world problem you would have your students address/solve as a class or group project? 

Share your responses from the reflection with colleagues and discuss which ideas can
be implemented at the class level and which ones can be expanded to implement at the
school level.

REFLECT & DISCUSS

WWW . A L LOH I O L I T E R A C Y . O RG

Reflect

Discuss

2
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You have made it to the end of this lesson. Before we move on, we have learning-check questions for you
below. Feel free to take your time and scroll back up to review the information.

Check Your Learning!

4. Culturally Responsive Teaching

1. Which one of the following is NOT relevant to culturally responsive teaching?

Check your answers at the bottom.

A. Understanding that
ELs come to school

having already
mastered many cultural

skills

B. Being aware that
identities of

minoritized students
are often overlooked

C. Focusing on what ELs
don't have and can't do

based on their
standardized test

results

2. Which one goes against Competency 3, drawing on students' culture to shape
curriculum and instruction?

A. Using instructional
materials that contain

cultural biases and
stereotypes

B. Learning about ELs'
cultures to better

understand what they
already know

C. Supplementing the
curriculum if ELs'

heritage is not
represented

3. What can educators do to get to know their ELs?

A. Use the language
usage survey as a

starting point to learn
about els' backgrounds

B. Ask ELs to teach the
class simple words and
phrases from their home

language
C. Both

1- C, 2 - A, 3- C
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Module Outline

Cultural Competence

In the previous part of the module, we discussed the concept of being culturally responsive
and considerations for educators in developing their culturally responsive teaching
approach. In this part, we will introduce a teaching method that connects the teaching and
learning in the classroom to students’ languages and cultures.

Demographics of
English Learners

ELs' Diverse
Backgrounds & Needs

Serving ELs: Our
Responsibility & Obligation

Culturally Responsive
Teaching

Funds of Knowledge

Summing It up

Overview

5. Funds of Knowledge
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Funds of knowledge:

Historically accumulated

and culturally developed

bodies of knowledge and

skills essential for

household or individual

functioning and well-being

As teachers, we have to make sure that students are meeting the learning goals, or standards, across the
various content areas. For ELs, there is an additional set of standards, the Ohio English Language Proficiency
Standards. Essentially, the standards define how our students should align their learning to the curriculum.
It also works in the opposite direction. That is, we as teachers strive to align the curriculum through our
teaching to the students. We try to find ways to differentiate the content and make our lesson objectives
relevant by connecting it to the personal interests of our students. This is what is meant by “draw on
students’ culture to shape curriculum and instruction” (Competency 3) in the previous lesson.

Drawing on Students’ Cultures to Shape Curriculum & Instruction

5. Funds of Knowledge

ELs and their families have a wealth of unique experiences that equip
students with knowledge and skills, which can be leveraged in support of
deeper engagement in learning. This family- and community-based
knowledge is referred to as funds of knowledge. The idea of funds of
knowledge was developed by the educational researcher Luis Moll and his
colleagues in Arizona who were trying to achieve innovations in teaching
by drawing upon the knowledge and skills we can find in local households.
They explained that funds of knowledge are the “historically accumulated
and culturally developed bodies of knowledge and skills essential for
household or individual functioning and well-being” (Moll, Amanti, Neff, &
Gonzalez, 1992). Think of every household and community as an
educational setting. Funds of knowledge can be domestic tasks, traditional
games that students play with family members and people in their
community circle, home language, cultural beliefs, and more.

Understanding Cultural Differences among ELs

In the Arizona project, Luis Moll and colleagues worked with teachers to develop
the concept of funds of knowledge. Most of the information that the teachers
collected came directly from the families during home visits. A funds of knowledge
home visit is a special kind of home visit designed to learn about the cultural and
language practices of ELs and their families. Although there are many advantages
to a traditional home visit that takes place physically at the EL’s home, nowadays,
home visits can also be done virtually, using Zoom or a similar platform.

Learn more 

https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Student-Supports/English-Learners/Teaching-English-Learners/Ohio-English-Language-Proficiency-ELP-Standards
https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Student-Supports/English-Learners/Teaching-English-Learners/Ohio-English-Language-Proficiency-ELP-Standards
https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Federal-Programs/Programs/Limited-English-Proficient
http://core-time-digital.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Amaro-Jime%CC%81nez-Semingson-2011.pdf
http://core-time-digital.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Amaro-Jime%CC%81nez-Semingson-2011.pdf
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As you saw above, ELs often have to navigate their bilingual and bicultural worlds outside of school and
often use more than one language to help themselves and their families solve real world problems.
Therefore, it makes sense that in the classroom they should also be able to draw upon their home language
to help solve problems in English. This recognizes that ELs’ home language is an important asset and
resource for their learning. Note, however, that schools should not put their responsibility of
communicating with parents with limited English proficiency on the students. Translating documents and
including interpreters in communicating with parents are not students’ but the school’s responsibility. 

ELs are also referred to as emergent bilinguals. They should be allowed and even encouraged to use their
native language to figure out academic content in English. Taking notes, translating key vocabulary, and
writing drafts in their first language are all strategies that teachers can encourage. As Jim Cummins said at
the 2019 Multilingual Learning Conference, to reject a child’s language is to reject the child. Again, the
point is that their bilingual skills and bicultural knowledge (i.e., their funds of knowledge) should be valued!
To celebrate bi/multilingualism, Ohio awards bilingual students the Ohio Seal of Biliteracy.

Young ELs often use their bilingual language skills in ways that their monolingual peers are not. For
example, bilingual students often act as language brokers for their parents and are often put in situations
where they are interacting in very adult ways. When doing so, bilingual students are called upon to use
complex cognitive and linguistic skills. Scroll over below to read about what Hui and Sofia did yesterday.

ELs’ Life Experiences and Home Language as an Asset

Hui is a 3rd grader who moved to the US from
China last year. He is learning English fast. But his
parents are busy running their business, so they
haven’t been able to study English very much.
Yesterday, the oven stopped working and the
kitchen started to smell like gas. Hui’s parents were
worried that there is a gas leak, so they wanted to
explain to their landlord and get it fixed. Hui was
there to interpret for their parents.

Sofia and her family immigrated to the US from
Mexico 3 years ago. Sofia is now in 4th grade. She is
a former EL who has shown remarkable progress in
English language development. Her parents often
need Sofia’s help when reading English documents
or communicating with people in English. Yesterday,
Sofia accompanied her parents to Wells Fargo to
explain the issues they were having with their bank
account. In fact, this is Sofia’s fifth time going to the
bank with her parents.

Ohio Seal of Biliteracy

Did you know that ELs can earn a seal on their high school transcript for being bilingual?
Bilingual students can earn the Ohio Seal of Biliteracy. The seal recognizes students
who are proficient in English and another language. And it counts towards the state
requirement for high school graduates to earn a certain number of seals.

Learn more 

5. Funds of Knowledge

https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Federal-Programs/Programs/Limited-English-Proficient
https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Foreign-Language/Ohio-Seal-of-Biliteracy
https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Foreign-Language/Ohio-Seal-of-Biliteracy
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A sweet taste of Puerto Rico turned into funds of knowledge

Learning will be more meaningful for ELs when we can merge students’ sociocultural worlds with what
they are learning in school. As such, we as educators should affirm and validate the knowledge and
experiences of our students. Creating opportunities for students to leverage their funds of knowledge is
one way of doing so. In the slider below, read about a team of teachers’ efforts to turn a candy business
into funds of knowledge in support of students’ learning.

In 2005, Carmen Mercado documented the funds of knowledge of
Puerto Rican families in New York. She identified 71 different things
done by families which counted as their funds of knowledge. These
included practices related to business (cooking, making and selling
jewelry, running a bodega shop), vocational skills (plumbing, wiring,
repairing appliances), and oral traditions (storytelling, proverbs).

Importantly, she noted that none of these cultural practices were
acknowledged or appeared in the official school curriculum.
However, she and her team of teachers were inspired by one of the
students’ family business, which made and sold traditional candy.

So the team of teachers developed an inquiry unit around the
candy business that integrated the standards (in English) from
science, math, and health. They even brought in the parents to
demonstrate (in Spanish) how to make the candy!

Not only were students highly motivated and engaged by seeing
something from their lives and culture represented in the
classroom, but they achieved better on the unit assessment in
English as well.

Notice that many of the eight competencies we showed in the previous lesson (Culturally Responsive
Teaching) are included in the candy unit example, suggesting that actively building teaching around
funds of knowledge is one of the most effective ways to be a culturally responsive/relevant educator.
The example also demonstrates the basic principle of the funds of knowledge: Learning will be more
meaningful for ELs when curriculum content is connected to their culture and everyday lived
experiences.

5. Funds of Knowledge
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Watch the following Funds of Knowledge model lesson to see how one teacher implemented a specific
funds of knowledge approach in her classroom. Then, answer the Reflection question below.

Option 1: Create your own funds of knowledge paper and share it with your students to model the
process. Then, have your students follow your lead and share theirs with the class. Let us know how
it went by leaving notes. 
Option 2: Imagine you are working with younger learners who don’t have strong enough literacy
skills to do a lot of writing yet. How might you modify the funds of knowledge activity described in
the video?

Reflection

We have two options for you.

5. Funds of Knowledge

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eoURMQV8zho
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Culturally-relevant teaching strategies

Even if you don’t go as far as organizing a whole inquiry unit, like we saw from the candy business
example, there are many other culturally-relevant teaching strategies you can adopt to tap into your EL
students’ funds of knowledge. In the previous lesson, we mentioned having students teach the teacher
and classmates some words and phrases from their home language. We can expand on that idea and
hold a cross-culture lesson day on which students become experts in their own culture and share their
experiences and stories with their peers. Other ideas include using cognates, read-alouds, and mirror
texts. We will discuss how to implement some of these strategies in the upcoming modules. For now, let
us briefly introduce what these are:

Watch the short (10 minutes) movie called Immersion and answer the Reflection question below.

Teaching Cognates

Cognates are words that are
similar in two languages

(benefit - beneficio). They come
from the same origin and
share a similar meaning,

pronunciation, and spelling.
Spanish and French share

many cognates with English,
and teaching students to look

for and recognize cognates is a
simple but powerful strategy.

Teacher Read-Alouds

Read alouds are good for ELs of
all ages. As the teacher, you are

one of the main linguistic
models from whom ELs hear

spoken academic English. Using
read alouds gives ELs

opportunities for more linguistic
input and allows them to

connect oral and written forms.

Mirror Texts

A mirror text reflects students’
lived experiences and identities
through its stories, characters,
or content within it. Therefore,

choosing a mirror text is an
excellent strategy for

connecting lessons to students’
culture. When a text acts as a

mirror, it reflects some aspects
of the ELs’ culture that they can

connect and relate to.

5. Funds of Knowledge

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I6Y0HAjLKYI
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Reflection

Discuss the challenges faced by the main character, a young English learner named Moises. How did
the teacher and school either make things easier or more difficult for Moises?

5. Funds of Knowledge
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You have made it to the end of this lesson. Before we move on, we have learning-check questions for you
below. Feel free to take your time and scroll back up to review the information.

Check Your Learning!

What do we call the historically accumulated and culturally developed bodies
of knowledge and skills essential for household or individual well-being?

1.

A. Funds of knowledge B. Knowledge bank C. culturally responsive
teaching

2. What should teachers NOT do to validate ELs' bilingual skills?

A. Encourage ELs to
translate key vocab in

their heritage language

B. Ask els to translate
important school

documents to their
parents

C. Teach cognates to els
and ask them to look
for them in a passage

3. Which one of the following can be considered as ELs' funds of knowledge?

A. oral traditions like
proverbs in their home

language

B. family's cultural
beliefs

C. Both

Check your answers at the bottom.

1- A, 2 - B, 3 - C

5. Funds of Knowledge
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Module Outline

Cultural Competence

Working with ELs presents an exciting opportunity for us as educators to develop our
cultural competence. As a culturally competent teacher, we always strive to respect and build
upon the cultural and linguistic backgrounds of our ELs, their families, and communities. This
entails learning about the students’ lived experiences, the wealth of the funds of knowledge
that they bring to school, and adopting an asset-oriented view of ELs and families. 

Demographics of
English Learners

ELs' Diverse
Backgrounds & Needs

Serving ELs: Our
Responsibility & Obligation

Culturally Responsive
Teaching

Funds of Knowledge

Summing It up

In Summary

6. Summing It up
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Our schools are now more linguistically and culturally diverse than ever. 
Newcomer students and SLIFE, in particular, encounter challenges that
go beyond language acquisition. 
Identifying ELs' needs and providing them with appropriate support are
our responsibility and obligation. 

English Learners' Diverse Backgrounds

A good EL teacher is also an advocate. Historically, ELs have been
marginalized in U.S. schools. EL programs have often physically been
located in classrooms that are in the basement or portables (Park, 2021).
ELs have been restricted from using their own language in school and
have had their culture ignored or even belittled (see this news article).
Additionally, parents of an EL often have a hard time accessing
information that they need and deserve. There are many ways, big and
small, that you can use your cultural competency to advocate for ELs in
your school. An excellent resource is How Educators Can Advocate for
English Language Learners.

Additional Resource

Reflection

After completing the module and reflecting upon what your learners have to offer, describe what a
culturally responsive educator is or does in your own words.

6. Summing It up

Culturally responsive educators recognize that ELs' cultures and
identities are valuable and serve as resources for their learning.
The more your know about your ELs, the more you can help ELs
leverage their funds of knowledge.
Integrate ELs' funds of knowledge into the teaching of content.

Culturally Responsive Teaching

https://www.colorincolorado.org/sites/default/files/ELL_AdvocacyGuide2015.pdf
https://www.ktvb.com/article/news/education/we-are-better-than-this-middleton-teachers-dress-up-as-border-wall-mexicans-for-halloween/277-610642983
https://www.colorincolorado.org/sites/default/files/ELL_AdvocacyGuide2015.pdf
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